New from BMAC, unique OPTI-LUX LED High Beam Headlights and Triple Function Front Light

Innovative ‘front of bus pack’ lighting solution

Industry leader, BMAC Ltd, designs, manufactures and supplies lighting and electronic control systems to the road and rail industries. For over 80 years BMAC has been developing and pushing boundaries in vehicle lighting technology.

The new ‘front of bus pack’, the unique BMAC Opti-Lux LED headlight configuration creates a precise beam pattern with exact cut off and optimum road illumination. With a typical life of up to 10 years (based on an average use of eight hours per day), the unit incorporates a monitor signal to the vehicle dashboard that meets with European whole vehicle type approved vehicles.

Included within the front of bus pack, the new innovative triple function front light provides Daytime Running Light (DRL), Position Light and Indicator functionality with a variable form factor of either 85mm or 95mm light. It, like the Opti-Lux LED headlights, is suitable for both new build and aftermarket applications.

BMAC’s new innovation provides additional functionality. In particular, the new dipped beam lamp incorporates a Daytime Running Lamp (DRL) which provides the builder and operator with additional design flexibility and the opportunity for cost savings.

Mark Rutherford, Managing Director at BMAC adds “The option to purchase a complete full LED front end pack that incorporates Low and High beams with a triple function front light is extremely attractive from a cost and engineering point of view. The lower power consumption (1/3 of that of a halogen equivalent) coupled with the crisp and clear output results in more visible light and better illumination of road signs which is really appealing to our customers”.

All products in the new ‘front of bus pack’ are covered with a five-year warranty.

- End -

Notes:
Background information is available at [http://www.bmac.ltd.uk/](http://www.bmac.ltd.uk/)